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From the Editor

My general reaction to conflict is to run away! I am just not very
good at confrontation. So, I was a bit surprised as I read through the articles
for this issue of The Asbury Journal to see that conflict was at the heart of all
of these articles. This past year has certainly been a year filled with political,
social, and cultural conflict of all types. Events like the January 6th U.S.
Capitol riots and the growth of the Black Lives Matter Movement of 2020,
will remain key markers of history for our current time period. The growing
escalation of the culture wars within our society, not to mention the news
of the coup in Myanmar, and the conflict engendered by the COVID-19
pandemic safety protocols and all of the political arguing that has caused in
global politics has continued to bombard us on the evening news and in our
social media feeds. But what can we learn from the Bible and the Church?
How do we as Christians engage, defuse, or disengage from conflict?
Rabbi David J. Zucker starts this issue off with a look at one of the
earliest conflicts in scripture, that between Sarah and Hagar over the issue
of providing a son for Abraham. Engaging in the cultural and scriptural
dynamics of the issue of surrogacy in Genesis, Rabbi Zucker explores
feminist theological responses to the concept of surrogacy in the light
of biblical evidence. He brings his own unique insights from the Jewish
tradition and his academic research into the matriarchs of Judaism to this
topic, which not only explores conflict within Abraham’s family unit, but
theological conflict in today’s reading of scripture.
W. Creighton Marlowe, a long-term contributor to The Asbury
Journal (and one of our most downloaded authors) from his European
cultural context opens up the political conflicts of our time and history
itself through a profound and thoughtful examination of Ecclesiastes. Truly
“there is nothing new under the sun,” and his sage advice for moderation
and a God-centered style of living is sure wisdom for all of the people of
God struggling with the issue of conflict in political leadership all over the
world.
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Greg S. Whyte helps us delve into the issue of inter-religious
conflict by exploring the religious context of Japan and Korea during the
Colonial Era. Missionaries did not enter an empty field in East Asia, but
rather entered an environment in which Shintoism, Confucianism, and
Buddhism were all vying for political influence and cultural dominance
in the region. One of the perplexing questions arising out of East Asian
missions is why Christian mission was successful in Korea, but not in Japan.
The religious context, as Whyte proposes, might be one of the reasons to
help explain this situation.
I also enter the discussion with an article I have been working
on for some time, which reflects not only on gender conflicts within the
Church of God in Christ (COGIC), but also has subtexts involving racial
conflict within the United States. Reatha and Leatha Morris were twin
evangelists for COGIC, one of the largest African-American denominations
with a history in the Holiness-Pentecostal tradition. Women were allowed
to plant churches, but not to preach or lead churches, and the story of
Reatha and Leatha Morris reflect this conflict, but also some of the key
church planting lessons we might learn from their work. While the wider
racial conflict is not directly addressed, it was certainly present and active
during the time of their ministry in the early 20th century.
John Lomperis concludes this issue with an exploration of
the current conflict within the United Methodist Church. Using a wellknown study of the divisions within the church a number of years back,
Lomperis revisits the study and suggests where the current fault lines in the
denomination lay. It is impossible to know how the future of this conflict
will develop, but understanding the main streams of division within the
denomination may provide helpful insight for moving beyond the conflict
in the future of the United Methodist Church.
Finally, in the From the Archives essay, I return to the issue of
racial division and conflict within the United States. But this time it emerges
from a single book in the archive’s collections, a book of African-American
poetry published by H.C. Morrison’s Pentecostal Publishing Company in
1919. This slim volume is easy to miss, but it raises all kinds of interesting
questions about the connections between a white holiness publisher and
an African-American pastor of the C.M.E. The poetry itself places a unique
perspective on political and culture events of the Jim Crow Era by giving us
a view from the perspective of an African-American religious leader who
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would go on to become more engaged in the struggle for racial equality.
It provides so much unexplored room for thought, that the topic will be
continued in a future issue of the Journal as well.
Conflict is a part of life, and while we might like to run away from
it, that is not always possible, and sometimes confronting it is more in line
with God’s desire for the Kingdom of God. I am left reflecting on Paul’s
writing in 2 Corinthians 7:5-6, “For even when we came to Macedonia
our flesh had no rest, but we were afflicted on every side: conflicts on the
outside, fears inside. But God, who comforts the discouraged, comforted
us by the arrival of Titus.” Conflict emerges from both outside ourselves,
but also comes from within. We might be left uncertain, confused, and
dazed by the events around us, but be encouraged by knowing that God is
in control and will provide us comfort when it is needed. God will help us
make sense out of and successfully navigate the conflict in our lives.
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